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You spend 50 to 95 percent of each day inside your home. Consequently, 
it should be as comfortable as possible, at a cost as reasonable as possible. 
Helping you achieve these dual goals is the purpose of this folder. 

Regardless of your home's furnishings, its comfort level is affected by 
three things temperature, moisture, and air-borne dirt. 

Temperature 

While you can endure extreme heat and cold, your body is surprisingly 
sensitive to minute temperature changes. About two degrees variation from 
hour to hour is all it takes to make you feel uncomfortable. To eliminate 
variation, your heating and cooling equipment should keep the temperature 
relatively constant and even throughout the living area. 

Moisture 

Depending on outside conditions, humidity levels in a home can vary from 
Sahara dry to rain forest wet. 

LOW relative humidity can aggravate respiratory conditions. It can cause 
furniture to come unglued and paint to peel and crack. A humidifier relieves 
the problem. Placing an invisible mist of moisture in the air, most humidifiers 
establish and maintain a preset humidity level automatically. 

HIGH humidity can also cause furniture and paint damage. But, more seriousl 
it can cause structural damage to your home through water condensation in walls, 
attic, and floors. There are three ways to control high relative humidity. 
Eliminate moisture at its source. Exhaust excess to the outside with a 
ventilating fan. Or use a dehumidifier, a device which condenses excessive 
moisture from the air. 

Air-borne Dirt 

A certain level of outdoor "air pollution" may have to be tolerated as a 
by-product of society. But once in your home, air-borne particles such as 

s 

smoke, dust, and pollen cause excessive and unnecessary cleaning and redecorating. 
They can also contribute to respiratory and hygienic problems. 

Air pollutants are practically eliminated with an electronic air cleaner. 
As air passes through this appliance, an electric charge holds the air-borne 
particles, while the cleaned air is returned to the room. 

Selection 

Now go through the listing of home climate control equipment that follows. 
A wise selection of the correct equipment will keep your home's climate as 
comfortable as possible. Use the equipment judiciously. It will last longer. 
You will save electricity. And you'll save many operating dollars for many 
years. 
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ELECTRIC COOLING SYSTEMS 

Heat Pump From an outside compressor Automatic year-round temperature. 
unit, a duct system dis- Dehumidification. 
tributes cool air to every Air filtered. 
room. More effective than window or 

thru-the-wall unit. 
Same equipment and duct system 

used for heating. Increases 
value of home. 

Central System A duct system distributes More effective than window or 
cool air to every room thru-the-wall unit. 
from a central unit. Dehumidification. 

Air filtered. 
Heating system can be added, 

using existing ductwork. 
Increases value of home. 

Thru-the-Wall Should be placed as high Dehumidification. 
Unit above floor as practical Air filtered. 

on outside wall that is May be installed in existing 
shielded from direct home. 
sunlight. 

Window Unit May be placed in any window Inexpensively installed in 
large enough for the unit any home. 
and where there is or can Dehumidification. 
be adequate wiring. Unit Air filtered. 
should be shielded from 
direct sunlight. 

ELECTRIC HEATING SYSTEMS 

Heat Pump Fron an outside unit, a Automatic year-round temperature. 
duct system distributes Circulates and filters air. 
warm air to every room. Super efficient; can reduce 

heating costs 50 percent. 
Increases value of home. 

Radiant Cable Gentle, even heat radiates Completely out-of-sight. 
Heat from cables embedded in Individual room control. 

ceilings (or floors). Silent operation. 
No maintenance. 

Radiant Ceiling Radiant heat comes from Whole.house or supplemental 
Panels thread-thin wire embedded heating. 

in panels, which are flush Especially good over large 
with or suspended from glass areas. 
ceiling. Individual room control. 

Easily installed in new or 
existing home. 

TYPE LOCATION ADVANTAGES 
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ELECTRIC HEATING SYSTEMS 

Baseboard Should be placed at floor Compatible with existing 
level of outside wall. baseboard. 
Heat circulation not Easily and quickly installed in 
disturbed by furniture new or existing homes. 
placement. Individual room control. 

Wall Heater If it doesn't interfere with Individual room control. 
window treatment, unit May be installed where heat 
should be placed on outside is required only occasionally. 
wall. Due to high tempera-
ture, unit should not be 
located close to inside 
doors or furniture. 

Auxiliary Heating Used in areas requiring Portable. 
temporary heat. Occasional heat for room where 

a permanent installation 
may be impractical. 

Forced-air Duct system. Blower Central or zone temperature 
Furnace section contains heating control. 

coils. Filters and circulates air. 
With proper duct system, air 

conditioning can be added. 

ELECTRONIC AIR CLEANERS 

Portable Anywhere needed Easily moved. 
On-the-spot cleaning for 

functions such as parties 
and meetings. 

Console Usually placed where unit Generally cleans much larger 
can clean portion of a home - volume of air than portable 
bedrooms or living room- model. 
dining room. 

~dd-on/permanent Installed in duct work of Automatic operation 
installation forced-air heating or cooling Cleans home's entire air supply. 

systems. 

HUMIDITY CONTROL EQUIPMENT 

Portable Placed where needed Easily moved. 
Humidifier Lower ·initial cost than console. 

Automatic operation. 

TYPE LOCATION ADVANTAGES 
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HUMIDITY CONTROL EQUIPMENT 

Console 
Humidifier Large capacity. 

IP. 4 

Placed in central location 
about six inches from a warm, 
inside wall. 

Automatic moisture dispersion. 
Some models have automatic 

Dehumidifier 

Ventilating Fan 

Placed near sources of 
excess water vapor, such 
as kitchen or bathroom. 

Placed in wall or ceiling of 
kitchen and bath. 

FACTS TO REMEMBER 

water refill. 

Easily moved. 
Automatic dehumidification. 
Some units have automatic 

drain. 

Operated only when needed. 
Can be automatically controlled 

by humidistat. 

Full home insulation insures maximum comfort and more efficient opertion of 
heating and cooling systems. Ask your power distributor for information. 

Thermostats, switches, and other climate controls should be located on inside 
walls, approximately 65 inches above floor. Keep away heat sources, such as 
lamps, radios, and televisions. 

Filters should be changed or cleaned regularly. 

Both heating and cooling systems should be a correct size and installed by a 
reliable source. Ask your power distributor for assistance before buying. 

Duct system should be properly designed, properly installed, and well insulated. 

An electronic air cleaner and a humidifier can be installed with a heat pump 
or central system. 

All equipment must be installed according to provisions of the National 
Electrical Code, plus state and local codes. 
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